Revolving Loan Fund Board Minutes
03/10/2012
meeting began at 12:37pm

Introductions
Reine Lucas (class of ‘15)
Nadir Carlson (class of ‘16)
Grace Kellog (class of ‘13)
Warren Palmer (Econ professor)
Michael Brady (director of Physical Plant)

Funds
originally $25,000
last year close to $40,000 (need to check)

Goals
sustaining the board--create continuity
recruit younger students
have overlapping generations
creating ideas
getting Beloit College community involved (and excited)
more consistent meetings
numerous small projects then move to bigger

Ideas
student forums to generate more ideas and interest on campus
working with teachers and their classes
collaborate with LAPC class
Upcycle with percentage back to campus
How would that be managed? When would the recycled materials be taken? How much would be saved?
food digester and pulper
saves money by dehydrating food, saving on labor costs and garbage disposal
collaborate with ResLife?
changing lighting to LEDs
saves money in the long term
LED lights are expensive
cardboard baler
create new Belmarc group
research group
create work study jobs
faculty members advise
students give and follow through on ideas
have “weed” experts (people who can tell the ‘good’ ideas from the ‘bad’)
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